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Making Gestures
The Pack A.D.

This is a cool song, not really hard to play once you get the timing
and the changes down, so listen to the song for the first few times
to get it right, and you should have no real problems with it..

Artist : The Pack A.D
Song   : Making Gestures

Tuning : Standard - No capo

Chords Used
G-(355433)
F-(133211)
A#(X13331)
C-(X35553)

Intro..(played twice)
G F A#..C A#
G F..C A# G  ..X2

Verse 1

G             F                    A#                  C..A#
I m making a coat out of all the youth in the parking lot
G                 F
They re so cool, they look chic
            C      A#     G     C      A#     G
With their hair in their eyes, hair in their eye
G             F                    A#                C..A#
Somebody gotta be reckoned with, reasons out the window
G                       F                    C   A#    G
And everyone s writing letters to ex-lovers, I don t know

G                  F           A#      C..A#
There are animals in my head, in my head
G                  F                 
There are objects falling from the sky
     C    A#  G        C    A#  G        C   A#   G  
And it s not rain, no it s not rain, oh it s not rain

Interlude

C A# G..(played 11 times)
try and put this little fill in after each G in the interlude part..

e---------|
B---------|



G-5-5-4-0-|
D---------|
A---------|
E---------| (play around with it for variation)

Verse 2..(chords are the same as verse 1)

The children on the playground are laughing 
 cause everything around them is so brand new
Yeah it s so brand new, so brand new
Now they re passing notes in the classroom about their feelings 
Now they re passing notes but their teacher knows

There are animals in my head, in my head
There are objects falling from the sky
And it s not snow, no it s not snow, oh it s not snow

Repeat the interlude again here

Bridge section

C ..(let ring)
All these people they got their minds made up but
                          G..C..G 
nobody s ever gonna take  em
C ..(let ring)
All these people they got their heads right up but
                             G..C..G 
nobody s ever gonna forsake  em
C ..(let ring)
All these people they got their notions real tough but
                             F..C 
nobody s ever gonna deceive  em
C                                   G...
And death will be the only thing to break  em

Verse 3..(chords are the same as verse  1 & 2)

I m making gestures and implicating and counter-acting
 And everyone knows and understanding as if I 
actually make sense, actually make sense
Now it s just me and you, everything is perfect,
 I should strike up a conversation
But I m too afraid

Now it s just me and you, everything is perfect, 
I should say something or make a move
But I m too afraid No, I m too afraid, Oh, I m too afraid

Repeat the interlude to finish



thats it, hope you liked it...rate and comment it please..:)


